Homework Grid
Here are some activities for you to complete at home. As you complete each activity
colour it in on the grid. Try to aim for 3 activities a day.

Reading

Read the
newsletter or
magazine to a
parent or guardian.

Read a story to
someone in your
family.

Writing

Spelling

Write as many
words that contain
Draw a picture of a
the ‘e’ sound.
character and write Graphemes e as in
10 adjectives to
egg
ea as in head
describe them.
Then write a
a as in any
descriptive
u as in bury
ie as in friend
paragraph to
describe the
ai as in said
character
ay as in says
eo as in leopards
ei as in heifer

Write a letter to a
family member.

Read about a
Write a persuasive
character and or
text on the
setting in your story
following topic.
and draw them
‘It should be
based on the image
compulsory to go to
you have in your
school’
mind

Find as many words
in a book that
contain the sound
‘e’.
Write the words as
a stair case, i.e.
S
St
Sta
Stai
Stair

Maths

Inquiry

Wellbeing

Design a dinner
menu for your
family. How much
would it cost? For
example, draw the
items and write the
cost for each.

Write a report
about an animal,
plant or how
something works.

Draw a comic strip
of someone showing
empathy.

Practise your times
tables.

Draw a plant, list
the different parts
and its function

Play a boardgame
with someone in
your family and
write down what
personal qualities
you needed to play
the game

Play a game like
checkers, snakes
and ladders,
Monopoly,
Concentration, Uno
or family favourite.

Draw a picture of
the aboriginal flag
and label what
each colour
represents.

Draw a family
member and write
down their personal
qualities around
them

Set a timer for an
amount of time (20
minutes) and read.
Try to work on your
reading stamina.

Create a comic
strip based on a
book you are
reading by
sequencing the
main events.

Write a narrative
using the following
image below

Write a imaginary
recount on
‘The day I turned
blue’

Write words related
to your favourite
topic in rainbow
colours.
Each day, choose
one of these words
and write it an
interesting
sentence using
adjectives. Try and
write the sentence
again, using speech
marks, question
marks or
exclamation marks.

Create a bird’s eye
view of your dream
home.

Find all of the
states and
territories of
Australia, and the
capital cities of
each one.

Write and draw 5
things you are
grateful for today.

Use your foot to
measure different
parts of the house.
Record in a table.
Why are different
parts of the house
bigger?

Explain how a
seesaw works.

Meditate for 10
minutes.

